Benefits of the Clik-Clik Tools:

ClikMagnet:
• Plastic coated, neodymium magnets – no damage to painted surfaces
• Adheres to any metal containing iron - on both drop ceilings and open girder industrial ceilings.
• Ceiling tiles are NOT lifted or damaged
• Reusable and inexpensive

MagMover:
• One tool to both install and remove signs/decor.
• Allows the attachment of one ClikMagnet, while holding the sign to move to the second attachment place – full 360 degrees.
• One time purchase for years of sign/décor installation and removals
• Easy to use: Install signs 70% faster!
• Safe to use: Keep your feet on the ground!

MagPole:
• Compact to fit into economical cars while transporting.
• Stores easily, with the MagMover attached (i.e. behind an office door).
• The MagPole is used in a vertical position with the base resting on the floor (to load the sign, to extend and retract the pole). It is never put into a horizontal position where it would bump into people or products.
• Weighs 8lbs
• Extends to 18 feet PLUS your body height. A Pole Extender can increase the reach to 22ft + body height.
• Push button mechanism for easy and fast opening and closing of the MagPole.
• Sturdier than most extension poles when fully extended.
• One time purchase for years of sign/décor installations and removals.
• Use the extended MagPole to determine the length of line. (i.e. the distance between the holes is 6 inches = 3 loops of LoopLine).

LoopLine:
• LoopLine is on a spool and is easily cut with scissors for a variety of required lengths.
• A HUGE TIMESAVER: With two lines, each with the same number of aligned two inch loops, the sign will always hang level! This is because the line is looped instead of knotted onto the sign.
• ANOTHER TIMESAVER: To change-out a sign, un-loop the LoopLine and re-loop it onto the new sign.
• Reusable and inexpensive.